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1.0 SUMMARY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The Department of Marine and Harbours (DMH) in association
with the Town of Geraldton, Westrail, and the Geraldton MidWest Development Authority, propose to redevelop a seafront
site, presently used by Westrail as a railway marshalling
yards, in Geraldton, Western Australia.
The proposal involves:
relocation of the marshalling yards to a new site at
Narngulu, south east of Geraldton;
maintenance of a single line through the site to serve
the port of Geraldton;
construction of a new small boat harbour and a series
of short groynes along the Geraldton foreshore;
renourishment of the beaches in front of the Town
Centre;
construction of a range of recreation and tourist
facilities on the site.
The AIM of the proponents is to provide a mixed use
development that will benefit the community and economy of
Geraldton.
This Notice of Intent (NOl) addresses the environmental
implications of the proposal.
1.2 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
In May 1987 the Department of Regional Development and the
North West, in conjunction with the Department of Marine and
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Harbours, Westrail, State Planning Commission, and the Town
of Geraldton appointed a multidisciplinary study team headed
by Horwarth and Horwarth Services Proprietary and the
Geraldton Building Company Proprietary Ltd to undertake a
"Design Development Study" of the marshalling yards site.
The purpose of this study was to examine the redevelopment
potential of the marshalling yards, integrated with possible
development of a new recreational smallboat harbour and/or
foreshore improvements.
Three options were examined:
development of the site as is;
development of the site together with improvement of
the foreshore in front of the existing town beach; and
integrated development of the site with a new marina and
improvement of the foreshore.
An important part of the study involved community
participation.
Public submissions were called for at the
commencement of the study and a public workshop was held
midway through the study to discuss preliminary development
options.
As a result of the study and the public comment,
Option 3 was chosen.
During early 1988 the Department of Marine and Harbours
carried out physical and mathematical modelling based mainly
on Option 3 with the aim of assessing the impact of the
proposed structures on the Geraldton coast and of
establishing design criteria for the various structures in
the foreshore renourishment programme. As a result of these
various studies the proposal as outlined in this NOI has
been finalised.
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1.3 THE PROPOSAL
The proposal involves the entire redevelopment of the
Westrail marshalling yards at Geraldton, and the
construction of a small boat harbour and related foreshore
work.
When complete the development will comprise a hotel,
mixed residential and tourist accommodation, a marina with
recreational and tourist boating facilities and associated
foreshore improvement along the Geraldton town foreshore.
Because of the large scale of the project, staged
development is possible.
Stage 1 relates to land to the
east of the realigned railway line, with Stage 2 relating to
development west of the line.
The key elements of Stage 1
involve:
(a) relocation of the Westrail operations to the new site,
clearing the site and construction of a single railway
line to service the Port of Geraldton;
extension of Foreshore Drive through the site to link
with Chapman Road;
retention of the railway station building for its
historic value;
construction of a spur line to link the railway station
to the main line;
development of land around the station (Batavia Park)
to include a lake, a replica of the Batavia and the
Batavia Museum;
landscaping the area around the Court House;
develop commercial buildings on the corner of Chapman
Road and Forrest Street;
widening Chapman Road;
develop pedestrian crossings on Chapman Road.
Stage 1 could commence immediately following site clearance.
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The key elements to Stage 2 include:
(a) construction of a small craft harbour involving:
construction of breakwaters and retaining walls,
construction of jetties and pens for 200-250 craft,
preparation of landfill areas for foundations, and
construction of launching ramps, ferry terminal and
charter boat ramps;
(b) development of residential/tourist accommodation and
associated car parking, access roads, landscaping etc.;
(c) development of hard standing areas for car and trailer
parking, dry boat storage, yacht club, etc.,
(d) foreshore improvement work along the town foreshore
including:
construction of one short groyne,
beach renourishment,
construction of carparks for 400-500 cars,
construction of a pedestrian and cycleway through
the area.
The commencement of this stage is provisionally set at early
1989 when construction of breakwaters and the groynes, and
the beach renourishment and foreshore works, will commence.
Construction of the other facilities (e.g. pens,
accommodation, car parking, etc) will be based on demand.
The proposal also includes revesting of the site with a
single lead public agency to ensure that the development is
co-ordinated and in line with the concept plan.

The site

will be rezoned to foreshore development zone with special
provisions to ensure that the concept plan is implemented.
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1.4 RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT
The site is located in Champion Bay immediately north of the
Geraldton Town Centre.
The site is open to the northwest,
however, it is protected from prevailing southwesterly winds
and waves by the Point Moore Peninsula and Point Moore Reef
and it lies in the shadow zone of the breakwater protecting
the port.
The waters of the bay deepen to 10 metres about
one kilometer offshore.
A dense seagrass meadow which
colonises and stábilises the seabed of the Bay is the most
important local habitat. That part of the meadow which will
be affected by the construction of the Marina is patchy,
having been previously disturbed by construction and later
removal of old jetty.
The waters and biota in the Bay are
in good condition. The only possible exception is the water
in the fishing boat harbour which is slighty turbid.
Despite this the harbour supports schools of juvenile fish
and is probably little different from the waters in Champion
Bay.
The site is flat and fronted by a protective rock seawall.
It is presently used as a marshalling yard with the
foreshore either out of bounds to the public or unattractive
and little used.
The site includes the Geraldton Railway
Station and various leased premises.

1.5 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
In summary the project will have a range of impacts on the
environment.

Some are unavoidable, others are intentional.

The foreshore works are located in the zone of influence of
the port breakwater and as such it is not anticipated that
the new work will influence, or be influenced by, coastal
processes.
The major impact on the natural environment will be
destruction of 20 hectares of patchy seagrass. This will
have no significant impact on the Champion Bay ecosystem
because:
the seagrass represents less than 1% of the total
seagrass meadow, and
the area has already been largely disturbed through
building and removal of old jetties.
There will be a short term impact on the local environment
as a result of the turbid plume created during construction
of the breakwaters.
long term impact.

This however, will have no significant

During operation, water quality in the marina is expected to
be similar to that outside and as generation of pollutants
in the site is minimal it is not expected that the marina or
its surrounding development will have any impact on the
adjacent natural environment, apart from increased pressure
on edible fish and crustacea.
The development will provide public access along the
Construction of new beaches, and the other
foreshore.
facilities will also provide the public with varied
recreational opportunites that presently are not available.
As the development will be architecturally designed and will
relate to the Town Centre and the beaches and waters of

.
M
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Champion Bay, this change in landscape and use will be
largely beneficial.
Apart from the present users of the site, the development
will have no significant detrimental impact on the adjacent
community. There will however, be positive benefits such as
improved traffic flow and an improved landscape and range of
recreational and business facilities.

Overall the project

will have minimal impact on the natural environment, while
providing a range of facilities that will enhance the
opportunities of the local and visiting communities.
1.6 MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING
In order to minimize identified and potential impacts, the
proponent will manage the project during construction in
order to minimize:
dust, noise and vibration;
turbidity generated by rock dumping;
changes to traffic.
Once the project is complete the proponent (and his
- 7?

successor) will manage the development to:

water quality in the marina including managing the
input of contaminants;
maintenance of shoreline stability;
maintenance of depth in the waterways;
the living resources in Champion Eay.
1.6.1

Management Responsibility
Responsibility for development of the project will rest
with a public Lead Agency. At this stage it is proposed
that the Lead Agency will be the Department of Marine
and Harbours who will act as Project Manager.
Thus responsibility for the environmental management
and monitoring programme will lie initially with the
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Department of Marine and Harbours who will also be
responsible for day to day management of the waterway.
In undertaking these tasks the Department will comply
with relevant standards identified by State agencies
and local government and will take appropriate action
to meet these standards.
During construction of the major buildings which may be
carried out by public or private organisations,
responsibility for maintenance of environmental
emission standards will rest with the Project Manager
(i.e. Department of Marine and Harbours).
Ultimately a Site Manager may be appointed to assume
At this
ongoing management of the whole development.
time the responsibility for management and monitoring
program will pass from the Department of Marine and
Harbours to the Site Manager.
Responsibility for maintenance of the public areas of
the development will rest with the Town of Geraldton.
1.7 CONCLUSION
This development offers a great many benefits to the local
and tourist community with minimal environmental (including
social) disbenefits. Provided that the development is low
rise, managed to minimise disruption to the local community
and that public access to the foreshore and marina is
guaranteed, it is difficult to see how this development will
not be an improvement on the existing situation.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1 PROJECT AND PROPONENT
The Department of Marine and Harbours in association
with the Town of Geraldton, Westrail, and the Geraldton MidWest Development Authority, propose to redevelop a seafront
site, presently used by Westrail as a railway marshalling
yards, in Geraldton, Western Australia.
The proposal involves:
relocation of the Westrail marshalling yards to a new
site at Narngulu, south east of Geraldton;
maintenance of a single line through the site to serve
the port of Geraldton;
construction of a new small boat harbour and a series
of short groynes along the Geraldton foreshore;
renourishment of the beaches in front of the Town
Centre;
construction of a range of recreation and tourist
facilities on the site.
The AIM of the proponent is to provide a mixed use
development that will benefit the community and economy of
Geraldton.
This Notice of Intent (NOI) addresses the environmental
implications of the proposal.
2.2 BACKGROUND
In November 1986 the State Government approved relocation of
the Westrail
marshalling yards to Narngulu south east

In
of Geraldton.
May, 1987 the Department of 1egional
Development and the North West, in conjunction with the
Department of Marine and
Harbours, Westrail, State
Planning Commission, and the Town of Geraldton appointed a
multidisciplinary study team headed by Horwarth and Horwarth
Services Proprietary and the Geraldton Building Company
Proprietary Ltd to undertake a "Design DevelopmentStudy" of
the marshalling yards site (see Appendix 2). The purpose of
this study was to examine the redevelopment potential of the
marshalling yards, integrated with possible development of a
new recreational small boat harbour and/or foreshore
improvements.
Three options were examined:
development of the site as is;
development of the site together with improvement of
the foreshore in front of the existing town beach; and
integrated development of the site with a new marina and
improvement of the foreshore.
An important part of the study involved community
participation.
Public submissions were called for at the
commencement of the study and a public workshop was held
midway through the study to discuss preliminary development
options.
As a result of the study and the public comment,
Option 3 was chosen.
During early 1988 the Department of Marine and Harbours
carried out physical and mathematical modelling based mainly
on Option 3 with the aim of assessing the impact of the
of
and
proposed
structures
on the Geraldton coast
design criteria for the various structures in
the foreshore renourishment programme. As a result of these
various studies the proposal as outlined in this NOl has

establishing

been finalised.
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2.3 PROJECT IN ERIEF
The proposal involves the entire redevelopment of the
Westrail marshalling yards at Geraldton, and the
construction of a small boat harbour and related foreshore
work.
When complete the development will comprise a hotel,
mixed residential and tourist accommodation, a marina with
recreational and tourist boating facilities and associated
foreshore improvement along the Geraldton town foreshore, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
Because of the large scale of the project, staged
development is possible.
Stage 1 relates to land to the
east of the realigned railway line, with Stage 2 relating to
development west of the line.
The key elements of Stage 1
involve:
relocation of the Westrail operations to the new site,
clearing the site and construction of a single railway
line to service the Port of Geraldton;
extension of Foreshore Drive through the site to link
with Chapman Road;
retention of the railway station building for its
historic value;
construction of a spur line to link the railway station
to the main line;
development of land around the station (Batavia Park)
to include a lake, a replica of the Batavia and the
Batavia Museum;
landscaping the area around the Court House;
develop commercial buildings on the corner of Chapman
Road and Forrest Street;
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widening Chapman Road;
develop pedestrian crossings on Chapman Road.
Stage 1 could commence immediately following site clearance.
The key elements to Stage 2 include:
(a) construction of a small craft harbour involving:
construction of breakwaters and retaining walls,
construction of jetties and pens for 200-250 craft,
preparation of landfill areas for foundations, and
construction of, launching ramps, ferry terminal and
charter boat ramps;
(b) development of residential/tourist accommodation and
associated car parking, access roads, landscaping etc.;
(c) development of hard standing areas for car and trailer
parking, dry boat storage, yacht club, etc.,
(d) foreshore improvement work along the town foreshore
including:
construction of one new groyne,
beach renourishment,
construction of carparks for 400-500 cars,
construction of a pedestrian and cycleway through
the area.

The commencement of this stage is provisionally set at early
1989 when construction of breakwaters and the groynes, and
the beach renourishment and foreshore works, will commence.
Construction of the other facilities (e.g. pens,
accommodation, car parking, etc) will be based on demand.
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The proposal also includes revesting of the site with a
single lead public agency to ensure that the development is
co-ordinated and in line with the concept plan.
The site
will be rezoned to foreshore development zone with special
provisions to ensure that the concept plan is implemented.

2.4 STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
Authorisation for the project will be sought from the State
Government following advice from appropriate State and Local
Government agencies.
The site is occupied by Railway Land vested with the
Minister whose permission must be gained for this development including revesting to a lead agency (see Section 5.4).
The land is subject to the Town of Geraldton District Town
Planning Scheme and is zoned Recreation, Governmental and
Institutional uses.
Under the provisions of this Scheme
Council does have the power to approve commercial
redevelopment of the marshalling yards.
The present Scheme
does not, however, include an area or zone which is
generally applicable to the comprehensive mixed use type of
development proposed for the site. A new zone which relates
specifically to this site may therefore need to be
introduced to the Scheme. As this zone would cover any
reclaimed land within the small boat harbour, an extension
of the Municipal Boundary is required. The scheme will also
have to be amended to allow demolition of the residences
along Chapman Road.
The Town of Geraldton would have to
agree to maintain pubic open space and the renourished
foreshore areas and its facilities.
Any subdivision of the site would be subject to the approval
of the State Planning Commission.
Permission to alter the
street layout is subject to the approval of the Town of
Geraldton and Department of Main Roads.
Approval from the
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Department of Marine and Harbours is required to construct
the jetties, breakwater etc. The Port of Geraldton also has
jurisdiction over the water areas.

Approval from various

State Government agencies for connection to services is also
required.
Because the proponents include some of the agencies men
tioned above, and because there has been extensive public
participation in formulation of this project, the
requirements of the various State and Local Government
agencies have largely been met and approval in principle
given.
The proposal is also subject to advice from the
Environmental Protection Authority which has called for this
Notice of Intent under its Act.

2.5 NOTICE OF INTENT (NOl)
Following representation by the proponents, the Environmental Protection Authority has determined that a Notice of
Intent is sufficient to enable it to prepare advice to
Government (Appendix 1). This decision was largely based on
the fact that the proponents had conducted an extensive
publicity campaign during preparation of the proposal so
that the proposal as it now stands had been well publicised.
The NOI contains several detailed reports from consultants
and the proponents on various aspects of the project
Volume 1 integrates these reports
(contained in Volume 2).
in an attempt to provide an overall understanding of the
project, the natural environment, the impact of the
development, and the management strategy designed to
minimise the identified impact.
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3.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT
Justification for redeveloping this site arose from a study
carried out by Horwarth and Horwarth which had the prime
purpose of evaluating the redevelopment potential of this
site, integrated with potential development of recreational
boating facilities and/or foreshore improvement work.
The
methods and results of this study are fully described in
Appendix 2 - the following is a brief summary.
Amongst other things the study found that the marshalling
yard site offered the following opportunities.
Economic and Demographic
The Midwest Region of Western Australia has a diverse
range of industries and resources and a population of
50,000, half of which lives in Geraldton. Geraldton is
the region's centre and port.
Economic growth of
Geraldton traditionally relates to
servicing
the
agriculture and the fishing industries. Eoat building,
construction, and mineral and fish processing are
important secondary industries.
Further economic
development of Geraldton is likely to lead to an
increased population which in turn will create demand
for facilities and services including quality
accommodation, serviced offices and retail and
recreational facilities.
Tourism
The recreation and tourist attractions of the Geraldton
region relate to climate, scenery, beaches and other
water related activities, and it's maritime history.
The three major attractions in the region are the
Abroihos Islands, the "Batavia" and the fishing
industry.
These major attractions, if properly
presented and developed with the appropriate
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infrastructure, will significantly increase visitor
numbers to Geraldton which in turn will create demand
for tourist accommodation, transport (ferries) and
related services and facilities.
Boating
The overall average annual growth of boat registration
in Western Australia is 2.6% with the greatest area of
Boat
growth occurring in the category over 10 metres.
registrations in Geraldton are increasing at 8.6% per
annum.
Because of the lack of boating facilities in
Geraldton there is therefore a potential demand for a
marina, launching ramps and dry boat storage. The
projected demand for pens is 150 in 1990 and 250 in
1999. Existing boat ramps do not provide safe all year
round use so there is a demandfor an all weather ramp,
initially with two lanes, with provision to expand to
four lanes.
There is also a potential demand for
related support services (e.g. boat sales, chandlery,
fuel, bait, etc.).
Residential, Retail, Offices
Residential development in Geraldton has been strong in
recent years with greatest demand for single
Demand for multi-unit townhouses
residential lots.
which has to date been poor, could change if developed
Office space is
in conjunction with a marina.
currently over supplied, however this may change as
Geraldton expands as a technical, tourist and service
Retail development opportunities are limited,
base.
however, opportunities may exist for special tourist
related retailing in conjunction with the marina.
In addition to these findings there is also the opportunity
to reinstate the beach in front of the Town Centre which
suffered severe degradation following construction of the
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harbour breakwaters and the rock retaining %call along the
railway line.
From the public submissions received (see Appendix
is also clear that there is demand for:

...)

it

public recreation areas and parks along the foreshore;
seafront restaurants, promenades, a marina, barbeque
areas and hotel;
(C)

establishment of beaches with adequate car parking.

There was, however, also a strong feeling that any
development should not be high rise and neither should it be
single residential.
The project as it now stands takes into account the findings
of the Horwarth and Horwarth study and the public
submissions and comments received on draft plans.
Eecause
of the level of public support, the proponents believe that
the project, as it stands, is justified, in that it has been
designed to benefit the community and economy of Geraldton.
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4.

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
An assessment of the redevelopment opportunities and various
development options are fully discussed in Appendix 2.
Initially three options were investigated.
Option 1 - development of the site as is without
any foreshore changes.
Option 2 - development of the site together with
enhancement of the foreshore along the extent of the
existing sea wall and town beach.
Option 3 - integrated development of the site with a
new marina established offshore from the existing
marshalling yard and improvement of the remaining
foreshore.
Later Option 3 was split into
Option 3A - integrated development of the site with
a new marina established offshore and improvement of
the remaining foreshore.
Option 3E - An extension of 3A with expanded marina
facilities and further land reclamation demonstrating
the further development potential of Option 3A.
Figures in Appendices 2 & 4 illustrate clearly the
different concepts considered.

4.1 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
Detailed descriptions of the various options are contained
in Section 7 and Section 3.4 and 3.5 of Appendix 2.
The following is a brief summary of the alternatives.
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As stage 1 is common to all of the options only the
developments to the west of the railway line are discussed
here.
(a) Option 1 - developing the site as is.
This option requires a low intensity development.
However it does little to integrate the site with
the Town Centre or the seafront on Champion Bay.
The
opportunity
for
an
integrated
development
which would add to the Town Centre and improve the
beaches is therefore wasted.
Option 2 - developing the site and improving
foreshore.

the

This option presents a relatively low intensity
development.
However, it does include creation of
additional beaches and a linear foreshore park.
It is superior to Option 1 in that it enables
foreshore access to be improved to the benefit of
the Town Centre and the site itself.
Like option 1,
this
option does not take full advantage of the
site's strategic location.

Neither options 1 or 2
addresses the latent demand for boating facilities.
Options 3A & 3B:
Both options involve integrated development of the site
witha marina and improvement of the foreshore, with
Option 3B involving an expanded marina and further
land reclamation.
In Option 3 the marina is seen as a catalyst for the
adjacent maritime and resort residential complex which
will cater for:
-
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the latent demand for boating facilities (pens,
ramps, boat storage, etc); and
tourist accommodation and support facilities (e.g.
restaurants, ferry terminal for the Abroihos
Islands, and
the "Batavia" museum) designed to
take advantage of the three major tourist attractions.
In addition the option caters to public demand for
public recreation areas along the foreshore, and
beaches with adequate car parking.
The option
therefore is considered to:
make the best use of the opportunities that exist
at the site, and
create a development that the public, both local
and tourist, will use.
/

The costs and benefits of the options are discussed fully in
Section 8 of Appendix 2.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 provide a
summary of the projected infrastructure costs, cost benefit
analysis, and an economic impact analysis for each option.
From this evaluation it is clear that the greatest potential
economic impact is achieved with Option 3A though Options 1
and 2 will provide a net positive return to Government of
between $1.36 - $1.68 million, providing all sites are sold.
Option 3A and 38 will require additional funding in the
order of $7.5 million.
On the basis of the above evaluation the proponents consider
that Option 3A is the most favoured and the one which is
most likely to meet the stated aim of the development
proposal.
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4.1.1

Do Nothing Option
This option implies continuation of the existing
situation which prohibits public access to the Town
waterfront and ignores the opportunity to develop the
site in conjunction with restoration of the beaches.
This option would provide no improvements for the local
community and certainly will not have any regional
benefit.
From these points of view this option has no
appeal.
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5.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
5.1 LOCATION
The site is located within the Town of Geraldton and
comprises the Geraldton marshalling yards (Figure 2).
In
addition the waters of Champion Bay adjacent to the site
should also be considered an integral part of the site.
5.2 DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
The aim of the proposal is to provide a mixed use
development that will benefit the community and economy of
Geraldton.
In summary, the project involves redevelopment of the
Westrail marshalling yards at Geraldton and construction of
a small boat harbour and related foreshore works (Figure 1).
Because of the large scale of the project, staging is
possible. Stage 1 relates to land east of the railway line,
Stage 2 relates to developments west of the line.
Prior to Stage 1 commencing it will be necessary to carry
out the following:
terminate existing leases and relocate present users,
clear the site of all buildings with the exception of
the railway station,
(C)

relocate a single railway line to service the port,
establish a spur line to the station, and
establish the necessary railway reserve and service
road along the railway line.

Westrail indicates that the site could be cleared and ready
for development by February 1989.
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5.2.1

Stage 1
The area of land included in Stage 1 (exclusive of the
railway line reserve) is approximately 5.9 ha. The key
elements in Stage 1 are as follows:
Foreshore Drive will be extended through the site
parallel with the railway line to intersect with
Chapman Road opposite Bayly Street in a new roundabout.
Foreshore Drive will become a 20m wide tree-lined
avenue with a central median, and will provide an
attractive new through route aimed at reducing traffic
congestion within the Town Centre.
The Railway Station Building will be retained for its
historical value and consolidated as Geraldton's
business/tourist stopping point.
A tour bus parking
area, and a small tourist retail development will be
developed off Chapman Road, adjacent to the Station
Building.
A spur line will run from the main railway
line to the Geraldton Railway Station's western
platform and used for special events and tourist trains
at periodic intervals during the year.
The historic character of the Station Building will be
strengthened through development of "Batavia Park" the
focal point of the Stage 1 development.
Batavia Park
will include a lake and a replica of the "Batavia"
sited 'in such a manner as to provide an interesting
termination of the view down Marine Terrace.
This
attractive, landscaped park will also include a "band
rotunda", an area suitable for a "Batavia Museum" and
a car park.
The area generally bounded to the east by the Marine
Terrace extension and to the west by the new Foreshore
Drive will be developed asa traditionally landscaped
garden to augment the historic character of the
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imposing Courthouse. Eventually this park may be
extended southwards to include the land directly
opposite the Courthouse.
One of the most visually prominent corners in Geraldton
(Chapman Road and Forrest Street), will be developed as
a commercial/office/retail building around 3 stories in
This building will
height and including a carpark.
be designed in a sympathetic manner to the adjacent
Station Building and Courthouse, and the commercial
nature of its use will ensure the site is functionally
integrated with the Central Business Area.
The northern section of Stage 1 primarily involves the
widening of Chapman Road and landscaping buffer areas
along the eastern side of the railway line.
The one
exception is a 0.4 ha site opposite Apex Park which is
suited to highway commercial/retail uses.
An east-west pedestrian movement and linkage system
will be introduced through pedestrian crossings on
Chapman Road in the vicinity of the Bill Sewell
Community Recreation Complex near the bus stop just
south of the Northgate Shopping Centre, and at Apex
Park.
5.2.2

Stage 2
Stage 2 involves development of the 6.9 ha of
land to the west of the railway line, construction of
the marina and the foreshore improvement works.
Approximately 4.5 ha of additional land area will be
created through reclamation associated with the marina.
The marina's breakwaters will extend from the southern
and northern boundaries of the Marshalling Yard site,
and within this protected area .of sheltered water
modern pen facilities for
5Y boats will be
constructed.

All wet berths will be oriented in a
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north-south direction in accordance with prevailaing
wind conditions. The marina will act as the catalyst
for a major maritime and resort/residential complex
within the site.
The focal point and visual landmark of the entire
redevelopment will be the resort hotel located towards
the southern end of the site.
The hotel provides a
scenic outlook over the marina and further out into
Champion Bay.
As a major tourist destination, the
hotel will generate significant activity. The southern
location and close proximity of the hotel, together
with a wide paved pedestian promenade running directly
from the hotel across the railway and new Foreshore
Drive to Batavia Park and in turn to Marine Terrace,
provides the essential linkage between the site and the
Town Centre, to the mutual benefit of both areas.
Associated with the hotel will be berths for the medium
to larger sized charter boats or tourist ferries.
A high quality multi-unit residential complex, oriented
towards the marina with direct convenient access to
marina pens and surrounded by landscaped gardens will
be developed adjacent to the resort hotel.
A seafood
restaurant situated over the marina waters near the
resort hotel will complete the maritime atmosphere.
Other land backed areas will be developed to
accommodate ancillary activities (e.g. marine retail
service centre, which is a focal activity point in the
complex, a fuel and service wharf, and a well screened
dry storage area in the boat ramp zone). Initially two
ramps will be provided, with the capacity to expand to
four ramps in the future. The ramps will be served by
direct access and circulation system, with safe
convenient areas set aside for rigging and de-rigging.
In close proximity will be the landscaped trailer
parking areas accommodating approximately 150 cars with

I
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boat trailers.
Next to the marina and marine centre, a drop off and
car parking area with provision for 200 cars will be
provided.
A feature of the project is the pedestrian boardwalk
running along the marina's water front linking the
charter boat area, hotel, residential areas, the marina
loading area, and the marine retail centre. East-west
connectors link the boardwalk with the foreshore
promenade.
The internal traffic system has been limited to a
single road curving around with the railway line.
Known as Marina Drive, this road will be given special
design treatment in terms of paving, kerbing, tree
planting and lighting to ensure the pedestrian emphasis
of the whole site is maintained.
As a result of the
traffic generated to and from the site, a bridge over
the railway line will be constructed to join with
Chapman Road opposite View Street.
Extensive landscaping is proposed throughout the site,
The 20 metre wide buffer zone along the railway line
will also be mounded to protect occupants of the resort
hotel and residential units from train noise.
South of the site, one 80 m long groyne will be
constructed and the "enclosed" beaches renourished to
form swimming beaches.

The foreshore will be planted

with trees and the promenade/cycle track extended to
the south. This will strengthen the "foreshore park"
element of the project.
At the northern end of the site and extending on the
Council Reserve land, will be another reclaimed beach
New parks,
designated for boating and water skiing.
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kiosk facilities and boat ramps catering for smaller
craft are planned for this area.

5.3

LAND USE, TENURE AND ZONING
The land is presently occupied by Wes trail marshalling
yards with other commercial and residentialuses
occupying leased premises on the site.. With the
exception of the Railway Station Building and a single
railway line, the site will be cleared.
The site,
which comprises Geraldton Town Lots 229-295, is set
aside for Railway purposes and is vested with the
Minister for Transport.
The land is currently zoned under the Town of Geraldton
District Town Planning Scheme as "Recreation,
Governmental and Institutional", indicating that
redevelopment could be approved under the existing
provisions of the scheme.
The Scheme does not,
however, include a zone which applies to comprehensive
mixed use developments.
Accordingly a new zone needs
to be introduced to the Scheme which is site specific
and which would include the area of reclaimed land. To
do this the Town of Geraldton Boundary will also need
to be readjusted to include the marina.
It is not
envisaged that there will be a foreshore reserve as
such within the development, but rather that the
function of the foreshore reserve will be guaranteed in
the development through the provision of public
recreation facilities and public access along the
foreshore and through the marina/development area.

5.3.1

Proposed New Zoning
In recognition of its important, the site will be
rezoned "foreshore development zone" which will relate
to the concept plan contained in this NOl thus ensuring
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that any development on the site by either single or
multiple
developers conforms to the concept plan.
Rezoning will clearly show the allowed uses of the site
and the development parameters (e.g. height, bulk,
design guidelines, etc.). In this way both the
community and the developers will have a clear idea of
the nature of the development envisaged and permitted
under Statutory Planning controls. Provisions attached
to the rezoning will include guidelines on the
following:
- Land uses
- Extent of development
- Building bulk density scale and appearance
(materials and colours)
- Setbacks, heights and plot ratios
- Vehicular/pedestrian movement systems
- Parking
- Open space, and
- Urban design guidelines on landscaping,
roadworks, lighting, etc.
Concurrent with rezoning it is proposed that the land
be revested with the Department of Marine and Harbôurs
who will act as Project Manager (see Section 5.4).

5.4

MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY
The Horwarth and 1-Iorwarth study (Appendix 2., page 183)
recommended that the development of the site be
controlled by one body which would co-ordinate various
public and private operations. This body was seen as a
public agency which would have the capability of
negotiating sales, leases or otherwise of all or part
of the land including the marina on the site. This
arrangement was designed to ensure that a parcel of
land would not pass from the control of the agency
until a firm commitment to an appropriate development
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was made.
At this stage it is proposed that the lead agency will
be the Department of Marine and Harbour who will act as
Project Manager.
Accordingly the site will be vested
in the Department of Marine and Harbours. The major
responsiblity of, this department as Project Manager
will be to co-ordinate all activities on the site
including:
('1)

revesting,

(ii) rezoning to foreshore development land,
(ii) development and construction of all facilities,
sales and leasing of part of the site including
the marina,
implementation of the environmental management
and monitoring programme described in Secton 8 of
this NOl,
day to day management of the site.
In undertaking these tasks the Project Manager will
comply with all relevant standards identified by State
and Local Government Agencies.
Initially funds for these tasks will be provided by the
State.
As development and operation of the facility
proceeds, funds will progressively be derived from sale
and lease of land or water areas, and from rents and
revenues from facilities on the site.
Ultimately a Site Manager may be appointed to assume
ongoing management of the whole development.
At that
time the responsibility for management and monitoring
program will pass from the Department of Marine and
Harbours to the Site Manager.

5.5

CONSTRUCTION, TIMING AND METHODS
Westrail is currently relocating the marshalling yard
facilities to a site at "Narngulu Industrial Estate",
The expected
about 15 km east of Geraldton town site.
completion date for the relocation is November, 1988.
Negotiations are currently underway for the early
Upon
termination of other leases at the site.
agreement between Westrail and the lessees, demolition
of the buildings, other than those to be retained, will
commence.
Breakwaters and revetments (to retain reclaimed areas)
of approximately 1800 metres total length, in 2 to 4
metres of water and built in advance of the
reclamation, will be constructed with an end dumped
granite
limestone core protected with up to 4 tonne
armour placed in two layers by hydraulic excavator.
Detailed design work has been carried out and
construction drawings are currently being prepared.
The proposed commencement date for construction is
The choice of borrow areas
September/October 1988.
will be left up to the contractor who will have to
comply with State and Local Government Regulations
(i.e. for mining and/or quarrying).
The reclamation and beach renourishment will be carried
out by end dumping of about 300,000 m 3 of sand which
will be supplied from the Geraldton Port Authority area
from maintenance dredging.
Detailed planning of the harbour boating facilities is
currently underway, from which the optimal pen
arrangements and types, (i.e. floating or fixed pens)
Construction of these facilities
will be determined.
will be staged to cater for demand.
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5.6

PROJECT LIFETIME
The nominal design life of the development is 100
years.
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6.

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The site lies immediately north of the Geraldton Town Centre
and' to the west of a mixed residential and commercial
suburb. The site also lies along the Champion Bay foreshore
-. immediately north of the Port of Geraldton within the zone
of influence of the offshore structures built to protect the
harbour.
As such - the development will have an impact
on both the Town Centre and the adjacent suburbs and also on
the Champion Bay system.
This section provides a summary
description of those aspects of the environment likely to be
influenced by the development. More detailed information is
contained in the Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5.
6.2 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
6.2.1

Geology and Geomorphology
The Geraldton coast consists of a basement of north
south trending ridges of Pleistocene limestone
separated by parallel depressions.
One - major ridge
underlies the western suburbs of Geraldton.
Another,
which lies about 4 km to the west, is partially drowned
and eroded, and forms a chain of reefs (i.e. Point
Moore Reefs). Between these two ridges lies a 10 mete
deep depression (Champion Bay - Port Grey depression).
During the Holocene this ridg,/and depression landscape
was partly drowned. Sediments were generated by erosion
of Pleistocene landforms and by carbonate secreting
animals and plants.
Transport of sediment in the area
has been controlled by the interaction of the complex
bathymetry of the inundated landscape with the
prevailing swell, with accretion largely restricted to
a shore-normal zone of wave convergence, centered on
the Point Moore Reef system, which extends across the
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depressions to the mainland shore. During the Holocene
this has led to development of a shore-normal submarine
bank topped by beachridge and dune sediments which has
partitioned the original depression into two discreet
marine basins (Champion Bay to the north and
Port Grey to the south).
As a result the Geraldton
coast is now characterised by a sandy promontory with
sandy beaches along its flanks and along the mainland
shore where the Holocene sediments blanket the
underlying Pleistocene limestone.
Where the limestone
is exposed (i.e. north of the marina site) the coast is
rocky.
The Westrail site occupies part of the northern flank
of the Holocene peninsular. Immediately to the north,
the veneer of Holocene sediments thins and the
Pleistocene limestone basement outcrops as a rocky
reef.
6.2.2

Topography and Eathymetry
The site is flat and has an elevation of 2-3 metres
above mean sea level.
Its western boundary is
protected by a rockwall. A small beach exists in front
of the wall at the northern end of the site.
The
railway line in front of the Town Centre is also
protected by a rock wall.
Water depth in front of the
site increases to 4 metres at a distance of 250 metres
offshore. Further offshore the waters of the Bay deepen
to 10 m.
The seabed in general is sandy with a
virtually continuous stabilizing cover of seagrass. To
the north of the marina site, however, the seabed is
rocky.
Of significance to the site is the proximity of Point
Moore which lies to the south and which protrudes three
kilometers. beyond the general trend of the coast. There
is also an extensive chain of reefs extending north
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from Point Moore.

Both- these features protect the
waters of Champion Bay from prevailing winds and waves.

6.2.3

Meteorology and Oceanography
A full description of meteorology and oceanography is
given in Appendix 4.
A summary of the relevent data
is given here.

6.2.3.1

Winds
Under normal conditions winds from southern quadrants
dominate with the south to south-westerly winds
prevailing year round in the afternoon.
Only during
winter months do north-east winds become significant.
The area also experiences periodic storms and
occasional cyclones that bring gale force winds from a
variety of directions.

6.2.3.2

Wave Climate
The wave climate at the site has been defined using
wave observation from ships in deep water offshore

from Geraldton, and from results of wave buoys deployed
within the Port of Geraldton.
In common with the rest
of the west coast, the Geraldton area is affected by
long period oceanic- swells arriving from south-west towest; short period wind waves generated by south to
/( south-westerly winds, and storm swell and waves
arriving from a variety of directions. Of significance
to the coast adjacent to the site is the marked
wave
kattenuation (up to 70%) caused by wave breaking, bottom
friction and refraction over the Point Moore reef
sys tern.
6.2.3.3

Sea Level Movement
The sealevel at Geraldton is affected by astronomical,
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meteorological and oceanographic factors. The
astronomical tide is diurnal with a maximum range of
1.3 m.

During winter months residual water depths of

0.3 - 0.5 m above the astronomical tide are common. On
a 1 in 100 year occurrence a maximum total water
depth of 1.0 m above the astronomical tide is
predicted.
6.2.3.4

Coastal Processes
The dominant coastal process, driven by the prevailing
wind and waves, is net northerly transport of sand
along the coast. Sub-dominant periodic southerly
transport is also evident during periods when
prevailing wind and wave conditions are interrupted.
The movement of sand into the Champion Bay area, over
the past few thousand years, has led to growth of the
Point Moore peninsular and maintenance of sandy beaches
on its northern and southern flanks.
Growth of the
coast is still taking place due to sand arriving from
the south. Though most of this sand is being deposited
on the point, a significant amount still passes to the
north.
The amount of drift arriving from the south is
estimated to be 15,000-20,000 m 3/yr with about 5,000
m 3/yr passing around the point.
Since construction of the port breakwater, which formed
a sand trap at Pages Beach and directed excess drift
offshore, sand has been denied to beaches further north
causing them to erode. As a consequence the sea walls
along the Town Centre coast were built to prevent
further erosion and to protect the railway line.
The proposed development is located within the zone of
influence of the breakwater where there is little, if
any, net movement of sand to the north. It should be
noted that the potential to move sand north does,
however, still exist.
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The northern coast is also subject to periodic
southerly drift during northwest storms. Because there
is so little sand on this coast the effect is not
readily obvious, though the accumulation of sand to the
north of the Town Jetty is evidence of transport from
the north.
There does not appear to be any onshore transfer of
sand across the bottom of Champion Bay.
This is
largely due to the dense cover of seagrass and the
relatively deep and calm waters of the Bay. A study of
the scars caused by old jetties indicates that the
seabed has been stable for many years.
The site is therefore, subject to minimal movement of
littoral drift due largely to truncation of net
northerly drift further south, rather than to a lack
of an impelling force.
6.2.3.6

Water Quality
A study of water quality in Champion Bay (Appendix 3)
shows that with the exception of the fishing boat
harbour and the area immediately offshore from the Port
breakwater, water quality in the Bay is good.
Deterioration in quality at the breakwater is
attributed to suspension of fine sediments and organic
matter.
The water quality in the fishing boat harbour
reflects the nature of activities that take place in
the Port and harbour and the protected environment in
which fine suspended material accumulates before
settling out.
Despite the fact that there is:
(a) no control on drainage entering the fishing boat
harbour from carparks or repair and painting areas,
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a fuelling jetty at the inner end of the harbour,
and
a fish processing works at the entrance,
there are numerous schools of juvenile fish seen
throughout. Thus though the waters in the harbour were
slightly turbid, they probably do not differ greatly
from oceanic waters outside.

6.3

BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

6.3.1

Marine Habitats
The project impinges on Champion Bay which is protected
to the south by the Point Moore peninsula, and partly
protected to the west by the Point Moore reef system.
The Bay is open to the north.
There are three major
habitats in the vicinity of the site: sandy seabed,
rocky seabed and the water column.
Like most other
protected deep water areas 1on the west coast, the sandy
seabed within Champion Bay is colonised by a dense
continuous meadow of seagrass, the dominant genera being
Aniphibolos and Posidonia.
Other genera such as
Halophilia and Syringodium are commonly found in sandy
patches and disturbed ground within the meadows.
The
meadows support a diverse biota of plants and animals
which live both on and amongst the fronds (e.g.
epiphytes) and roots.
The rocky seabed which occurs to the north of the site
and further offshore towards the reef system is
typically inhabited by various forms of attached algae,
encrusting coraleine algae, with various sponges,
corals, fish, and crustacea.
The water column is inhabited by phytoplankton and
zooplankton and various fish species.
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The major primary producers in the Bay, which fix
energy from the sun, are the
seagrasses,
epiphytes,
macroalgae and phytoplankton.
These require carbon
and
nutrients, particularly phosphorus and potassium
to grow.
Energy and nutrients are transferred
to
secondary producers (i.e. consumers) which feed
on
living plants or animals or on detritus. Decomposition
of biological material by bacteria releases nutrients
which are recycled to the primary producers.
Decompositiri occurs at sites of both primary and
seconda'y production as well as at sites where dead
organic material accumulates (i.e. on beaches or in
protected areas).
6.3.1.1

Present Condition of the Marine Environment
A study of the biological environment of Champion Bay
is contained in Appendix 3. The study involved
selection of 8 sites, 4 adjacent to the marina site,
and 4 adjacent to and within the fishing boat harbour.
The latter 4 sites provide an indication of the long
term impact caused by the established breakwater and
the enclosed body of water in the fishing boat harbour
on the local benthos.
Species composition of seagrass flora, associated
epiphytic algae, and conspicuous invertebrate fauna
were described at each site.

Sediment cores were also
collected at each site and the size distribution and
amount of organic matter determined. water depths were
measured and an estimation of water clarity based on
Secchi disks was made at each site.
The study showed that the marina will be located in an
area where two large jetties once stood. The alignment
of the two structures is conspicuous on air photographs
as white scars in an otherwise dark continuous seagrass
meadow which extends throughout the bay, (Plate 1.) In
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the vicnity of the scars (Sites 1 and 3) within the
area to be covered by the marina, the seabed is sandy
with 20-30% seagrass cover. The seagrasses are healthy
and generally free of epiphytes. Some minor erosion of
the bare sandy area is evident at Site 3.
Offshore and to the north of the scars (Sites
2 and
beyond the boundaries of the proposed marina,
the seabed consists of a veneer of sand colonised by
dense continuous seagrass meadow over the limestone
basement.
Epiphyte cover on the seagrass in this area
is well developed and approaches 20%.
In the vicinity of the port breakwater (Sites 5 and 6).
the seagrass meadow thins due to the increasing
turbidity in the water column and the continual influx
of mobile sediment. Within the protected waters of the
breakwater, the seabed is largely bare, however,
clumps of seagrass are evident in some areas. These
seagrasses are not luxuriant,
being covered
with
epiphytes and a thin layer of fine trapped sediment.

1

Apart from the area affected by Port works, the
seagrass meadow in the bay is healthy.
Where it has
been previously disturbed (i.e. by the old jetty) sandy
scars are still evident.
Though the scars show some
sign of local erosion their survival over several
decades suggests there is no major sand movement on the
seabed or along the adjacent coast.
The rocky reef to the north of the marina site also
appears to bein a healthy state as it is extensively
used by recreational fishermen.
In summary the proposed marina site occupies an area of
previously disturbed seagrass meadow in an otherwise
virtually continuous healthy seagrass meadow which
covers the sandy seabed of Champion Bay.
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6.3.2

Terrestrial Habitats
As the site has been extensively cleared and altered it
has no terrestrial habitats of any value..

6.4

HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

6.4.1

Zoninq Reservation and Tenure
The land under consideration is Railway Land vested in
the Minister for Transport. Under the Town of Geraldton
District Town Planning Scheme the site is covered by
Area 16: recreation, governmental, institutional.

6.4.2

Land and Water Use
The majority of the site is currently used as a railway
marshalling yard.
Others uses located on site include
the Geraldton Railway Station, the District Engineer's
office, the Railway Institute Building and Hall, Total
West Building, Westrail Bus Depot, three leased
residential properties on, and a variety of other
leased areas along, Chapman Road.
Tothe north and soutli of the marshalling yards the
foreshore is open to the public, though due to its
degraded nature it is little used.
Public access to
The offshore areas
the Westrail site is prohibited.
are not extensively used for any purpose, though the
reef to the north of the site is a popular fishing
spot. In general therefore, the area occupied by the
proposed development is little used.

6.4.3

The Adjacent Environment
The site lies to the north of the Geraldton Town Centre
which is bordered by Foreshore Drive and Durlacher
An area of
Street to the west and north respectively.

secondary retail and mixed commercial lies between the
Town Centre and the site.
East of the site there are
mixed commercial and service industries along Chapman
Road including Apex Park, Northgate Shopping Centre
and a developing community recreation complex. Behind
these sites is a single residential area that extends
inland to the first major ridge. Though this ridge has
fine views over Champion Bay, it is not fully
developed. North of the site is undeveloped foreshore
land.
In addition there are some fine buildings located near
the site, e.g. the Courthouse on the corner of Marine
Terrace and Foreshore Drive.
6.4.4

Road and Rail System
The site is bordered to the north and east by Chapman
Road which runs from the Town Centre around the site
and then along the coast to the north.
Marine Terrace
which lies to the west of Chapman Road in the Town
Centre, swings inland at the southern boundary of the
site to meet with Chapman Road.
The railway line runs
to the west of Chapman Road in the north and to the
west of Foreshore Drive in the south. There is
therefore very restricted access for vehicles to this
part of the coast.

6.4.5

Public Access
There is public access across the railway line to the
Access to the
coast both north and south of the site.
site is however, prohibited.

6.4.6

Landscape
The natural landscape of the site has been subject to
major alteration. The seascape from the site is

4].
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6.4.7

typical of elsewhere along the Champion Bay coast.
Other Projects
There are no other projects known in the vicinity that
could influence the development planned on this site.

6.4.8

System 5 Recommendations, Archeological and Other Sites
The area is not affected by any System 5
Recommendation.
Any archeological sites would have
been totally destroyed during construction and
operation of the marshalling yards and the retaining
rock walls.
The buildings with historical value, the
Railway Station and the Courthouse, have been noted and
are preserved in the project.
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7.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Construction and development will have a major impact on the
environment.
The various impacts have been identified and
where possible management action will be taken to minimize
them.
Other impacts will however, be unavoidable.
This
section reviews the anticipated impact and provides a basis
for the management and monitoring programme set out in
Section 8.

7.1 IMPACT ON PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
7.1.1

Landscape
The landscape of the marshalling yards, associated
warehouses and rock seawall will be replaced by a low
rise landscaped development including a new marina,
renourished beaches and landscaped foreshore promenade.
Provided that the hotel and other buildings on the site
are low rise, negative impacts associated with the
development will be minimal.

7.1.2

Coastal Processes
Construction of the marina and associated foreshore
works have potential to affect, and be affected by
coastal processes.
As described in Section 6.2.3.4,
the major coastal process'
in the area is net northerly
transport of sand along the coast under the influence
of the prevailing wind and wave conditions. It was also
noted
that the movement of sand is completely
Though
truncated by works associated with the port.
there now is no net littoral transport past the site,
the potential to move sediment to the north still
exists.This fact caused erosion of the coast to the
north of the Port and the requirement for seawalls in
front of the railway.
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Also significant is the potential impact of nonprevailing events (i.e. storms) which could drive sand
south into Champion Bay and then north with the return
to prevailing conditions.
In order to confirm:
the impact of the various structures on the coast,
and
the design criteria for the structures and the
beaches,
renourished
mathematical and physical modelling of the Champion Bay
coast was carried out by the Department of Marine and
Harbours.
The methods and results of-this work
described in detail in Appendix 4.
Suffice it to
here that the final design of the marina and
foreshore works outlined in this document reflect

are
say
the
the

findings of that survey.
In summary, as the development is located upstream of
the Point Moore Peninsula and the port breakwater (i.e.
it falls within the "shadow" of these structures) it is
unlikely that it will trap or influence any significant
amounts of northern littoral drift. It is expected,
however, that sand placed on the beaches will move
offshore in the first few years until a stable profile
is established. Probably some replenishment will then
be required.
Longshore movement of sand between the breakwaters will
also occur, causing temporary realignment of the
beaches.
However, no net transport is anticipated.
Modelling of the harbour entrance indicates that
acceptable wave conditions will be experienced.
Because the seabed is colonised by seagrass it is not
expected that construction of the marina will lead to
mobilisation of the seabed.
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7.1.3

Land Stability
The present coastline is stable due to the substantial
rock wall in front of the railway line.
Construction
of the marina and the foreshore works to the south will
result in a series of groyne-protected pocket beaches
designed to be stable under both prevailing and nonprevailing conditions.
As such this coast is not
expected to suffer further erosion.
The coast to the
north of the marina under normal circumstances would be
likely to suffer erosion.
However, as the marina lies
in the "shadow", or zone of influence, of the harbour
breakwaters it is unlikely that the marina will have
any significant additional impact on the coast to the
north. As the proposal involves renourishing the beach
beyond the northern wall, which will prevent sand being
transported south into Champion Bay, it is more likely
that the northern beaches will improve. Thus the
likelihood of exacerbating the existing coastal erosion
is considered to be low.
Likewise the chance of
mobilizing sand on the seabed is low due to the dense
cover of seagrass -and the depth of water, which
generally exceeds 2 metres, off the majority of the
breakwaters.
Also the survival of the scars in the
seagrass attributed to old jetty pylons, indicates that
potential to disrupt the stabilised seabed sediment is
low.

7.1.4

f
I

Drainage
Stormwater runoff from the site and local streets is
currently discharged to Champion Bay.
Stormwater from
the surounding developed areas is disposed of in the
main via soak wells where the stormwater permeates into
the groundwater and ultimately to the ocean.
When development is complete, all stormwater will be
directed to soakage basins that overflow into the sea.

I

.
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In recognition that direct discharge of runoff into
the marina is not desirable, runoff will where possible
be directed away from the harbour. As there will be no
direct sources of pollutants in the project area (apart
from carparks, landscaped areas and buildings) no
adverse impact is expected from drainage asociated with
the - development.
7.1.5

Water Quality

7.1.5.1

Construction Phase
Construction of the marina and foreshore works
(especially construction of the groynes and
breakwaters) will lead to a local increase in turbidity
due to suspension of fine material.
Experience from
similar constructions along the west coast suggests
that the local and shortlived increase in turbidity,
associated with construction of marinas and groynes,
has no long term deleterious impact on the seagrasses
or other benthic communities.
As there will only be
minor dredging within the breakwaters, the impact of
this activity outside the marina will be negligible.

7.1.5.2

Operational Phase
Water quality within the marina is expected to be
similar to that in the oceanic waters outside because
generation and input.of pollutants will be low, and
the flushing and circulation characteristics of
the marina will prevent generation and accumulation of
low quality water.
In order to minimise the entry of pollutants to the
marina certain management action will be implemented
(see Section 8.3.2.1).
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The development will be deep sewered, thus bacterial
pollution should not occur. The majority of stormwater
which cannot be directed away from the marina will be
discharged into surface sands so that particulates, and
hydrocarbons and some nutrients will be stripped before
discharge via groundwater into the marina.
The
accumulation of heavy metals and hydrocarbons from
carparks etc, is not therefore expected to be
significant.
Heavy metals from antifouling paints will presumably
accumulate in bottom sediments though this is likely to
be a slow process.
Entry of particulate heavy metals
from the repair and painting areas will be managed (see
Section 8.3.2.1). Concentration of metals in the water
column will not be significant due to high flushing
rates.
Input of land derived nutrients from the developed area
is likely to be low because the majority of runoff will
- be discharged away from the marina or through surface
sand.
Entry of suspended seagrass wrack which may
transport nutrients into the harbour is a potential
management problem, though accumulations can be removed
if they generate a nusiance.

J

There will be a fuelling station in the marina,
however, experience from other marinas suggests that
with normal levels of precaution the impact of fuel
spills seldom causes concern due to the small
quantities and the light fractions involved.
A guide to future water quality can be obtained from
the fishing boat harbour, though it should be
appreciated that this is a commercial fishing facility
into which there is direct discharge of runoff etc.
The waters in this harbour are clearly more turbid than
the ocean outside, however, enquiries of the Geraldton
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Port Authority, who administers the harbour, confirms
that there have never been complaints of odours or
health problems.
This harbour also differs from the
proposed marina in that its entrance and long axis lie
across the direction of the prevailing winds, whereas
the new marina lies north/south with its opening at the
northern end.
Inherently the new marina will have
better flushing characteristics than the fishing boat
harbour.
Modelling of the new marina indicates that its flushing
time will be in the order of 8 days based on tidal
exchange only. However, since wind-induced currents
and currents driven by density gradients between the
less saline harbour water and seawater are likely to be
set up, a flushing time of less than 8 days is more
likely.
By way of comparison the computed flushing time for the
Hillarys Marina was 10 days - though field testing
later showed that the actual flushing time was about 5
days. This fact, together with the other features
designed to limit input of pollutants suggests that
water quality in the marina should be better than that
in the fishing boat harbour and little different to the
oceanic waters outside.
Thus the impact of the development on water quality in
Champion Bay is expected to be negligible.
Because of
the uncertainties involved, however, monitoring various
parameters within the marina will be undertaken to
provide a guide for any management action (see Section
8.4.2).
7.1.6

Emissions to the atmosphere
During construction, emissions of noise, dust and
vibrations will occur as a result of earthworks, rock
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dumping, demolition, building, and cartage of materials
to and from the site.
Noise and vibrations will be
generated during pile driving and the preparation of
foundations and the movement of trucks and materials.
Experience from other sites suggests that because of
the distance involved these emissions should not be
significantly above those generated by the marshalling
In order
yards and vehicle movements on Chapman Road.
to reduce emissions of dust, action will be taken to
minimize its generation (see Section 8.3.1.1). While
these emissions are unavoidable, they will be where
possible, limited to normal working hours and within
statutory limits,

7.2

IMPACT ON BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

7.2.1

Introduction
Based on experience with other existing marinas it is
anticipated that this development will have the
following impacts on the biological environment in
Champion Bay:
temporary degradation of water quality during
construction;
permanent alienation of habitats within the
confines of the breakwaters;
provision of new habitats;
increased human pressure on the resources of the
bay; and
accumulation of heavy metals and nutrients in the
marina sediments.
Degradation of the surrounding environment due to
generation of poor quality water within the marina is
not considered to be likely due to the flushing
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characteristics of the marina and the management action
intended (see Section 7.2.5.1 & 7.L5.2).
7.2.2

Water Turbidity During Construction
As described in Section 7.2.5.1 experience with
construction of other marinas, where turbid plumes are
generated, suggests that no permanent impact on the
local biological communities is likely.

7.2.3

Alienation of Habitats
The major impact of the development will be destruction
of approximately 20 hectares of patchy seagrass meadow
and its associated biota.
Within the confines of the
breakwater this loss is likely to be permanent, though
there is a possibility that seagrass may persist in the
marina as it does in parts of the fishing boat harbour.
It is expected the seagrass will remain undisturbed
along the outside of the breakwaters.
Note that this
differs with the opinion expressed in Appendix 3, that
there will be seagrass loss along the breakwaters to a
distance of 75 metres.
This opinion was based on a
comparison with the Port breakwater where there is a
band of bare sand 75 metres wide.
This bare sand is
not related to reflected waves off the breakwater, but
rather to continued arrival of littoral drift from
around Point Moore. Because of the lack of mobile sand
around the marina site, and a water depth of some four
metres, degradation of seagrass along the walls is not
anticipated.
Similarly in the approach channel it is
unlikely that seagrass will be disturbed by movement of
craft or reflected waves or currents.
The area of seagrass in Champion Bay exceeds 2500 ha
thus the area affected by the development is around 1%
of the total. In addition the majority of the seagrass
within the marina has already been affected through
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construction and removal of two old jetties.
Operation of the marina should not have a direct impact
on the reef to the north.
The rock wall/beach habitat
along the present coast will be completely replaced
with new rock walls and sandy beaches.
The impact of
this on Champion Bay will be negligible.
7.2.4

Provision of New Habitats
The development will provide the following new habitats
breakwaters and jetty piles which will be
colonized by encrusting and attached biota such as
sponges, mussels, algae and crustacea;
the protected water body will be utilized by
juvenile fish, crabs and prawns, while the bottom
will probably be colonized by seagrasses such as
Halophila and invertebrates typical of sandy
bottoms.
There is no evidence that provision of these new
habitats is detrimental to the local ecosystem.

7.2.5

Increasing Human Pressure
It is likely that the development, and in particular
the marina, will increase use of the beaches and waters
of Champion Bay. Though this is probably inevitable as
Geraldton grows in the long term, the increase in
activity will increase pressure on the natural
environment.
The main pressures that can be expected
are increased use of renourished beaches and fishing
for edible species of fish, molluscs and crustacea.
Increased use of the beaches should have little impact
on the biota of the bay, however increased fishing is
likely to cause depletion of edible and collectable
species resulting in a decrese in the abundance and
diversity of biota in the bay unless management action
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is taken \(see Section 8.3.2.4).
7.3

IMPACT ON H MAN ENVIONMENT

7.3.1

Introduction
The major potential impact associated with the project
is its effect on the local community, as the project
will result in a complete change of land use.
The
existing sheds and railway tracks will be demolished
and replaced with a tourist/recreation complex designed
to enhance public use of the site and adjacent
foreshores. As such, public access to the site and its
foreshores will be created.
To a large extent the impact of the development on the
local community has already been gauged through public
input to, and comment upon, the various development
options considered for the site.
Based on reports
contained in Appendix 5 it appears that the local
community supports the type of development proposed,
provided that it is not high rise.
Appendix 5 states
that only 10% public comment received was against
option 3.
Though details on the buildings within the site have
not yet been revealed the above comment should be
noted.

7.3.2

Existing Users
All the existing users of the site will be relocated
apart from a single railway line to service the port
and various buildings of historic importance.
All
other users who lease land from Westrail will have
their leases terminated.
The Horwarth and Horwarth
Report (Appendix 2, page 48) also makes mention that
various existing users on land adjacent to the site are
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not compatible with a major new development and
accordingly redevelopment of those sites is proposed.
Obviously those affected by termination of leases may
suffer, however in general the impact of changing use
on the site should be confined to those directly
affected.
7.3.3

Visual Impact
The project will lead to a permanent change in the
landscape.
The vista of grey sheds and old buildings
will be replaced by a landscaped development with the
major buildings concentrated in the southern half of
the site.
Provided the major buildings are low rise
there should be no loss of views or degradation of
landscape value - rather the reverse is more likely.

7.3.4

Access to Foreshores
The development will create public facilities and
access to the foreshore.
This contrasts with the
existing situation where public access is prohibited.

7.3.5

J

Traffic
Changes to the existing road system, associated with
the development, are designed to enhance traffic flows
between the Town Centre and the northern suburbs.
By
rerouting Foreshore Drive inland away from the coast
the opportunity to preserve a site with direct access
It is difficult to see how
to the sea has been taken.
the suggested changes will not improve traffic flows in
the area.
Perhaps the development will trigger a recommendation
made in Horwarth and Horwarth (Appendix 2 page 65) that
the Town of Geraldton should carry out a comprehensive
transportation study.
As Geraldton is expected to
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grow, it would be a pity if the opportunity is not
taken to ensure that the road changes proposed are part
of an overall plan for the town.
7.3.6

Services
There is
meet the
sewerage
(Appendix

7.3.7

sufficient capacity in existing services to
The
demands of the proposed development.
system however, may need to be upgraded.
2, pages 80-82).

Existing Community
The major impact on the existing and potential tourist
community will be provision of facilities that will be
available for all.

The development will provide:

new beaches and carparks where none presently
exist;
a landscaped foreshore promenade where none
exists;
(c) access to the foreshore;
an all weather launching ramp with associated car
j

and trailer park;
pens over and above those existing in the Customs
marina;
a range of facilities including accommodation,
hotel, restaurant, museum and parks, etc.
on a site that is preently unavailable to the public.
From the response of public comments on the proposal it
appears that this impact is seen as desirable by the
community in general.
As the site and the adjacent waters are out of bounds
and little used respectively, the public in general
should benefit from changed use of the site.
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7.3.8

Impact on Local Businesses
The development has been planned in the full knowledge
of the business community. As response to the plan has
been positive it can be assumed that the business
community views the project in a positive light.

7.4 SYNTHESIS
In summary the project will have a range of impacts on the
environment.
Some are unavoidable, others are intentional.
The foreshore works are located in the zone of influence of
the port breakwater and as such it is not anticipated that
the new work will influence, or be influenced by, coastal
processes.
The major impact on the natural environment
will
be destruction of 20-25 hectares of patchy seagrass.

J

This will have no significant impact on the Champion Bay
ecosystem because;
(a) the seagrass represents less than 1% of the total
seagrass meadow, and
(b) the area has already been largely disturbed through
building and removal of old jetties.
There will be a short term impact on the local environment
as a result of the turbid plume created during construction
of the breakwaters.
This however, will have no significant
long term impact.
During operation, water quality in the marina is expected to
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be similar to that outside and as generation of pollutants
in the site is minimal it is not expected that the marina or
its surrounding development will have any impact on the
adjacent natural environment.
The development will permit public access along the
foreshore.
Construction of new beaches, and the other
facilities will also provide the public with varied
recreational opportunites that presently are not available.
As the development will be architecturally designed and will
relate to the Town Centre and the beaches and waters of
Champion Bay, this change in landscape and use will be
largely beneficial.
Apart from the present users of the site, the development
will have no significant detrimental impact on the adjacent
community. There will however, be positive benefits such as
improved traffic flow and an improved landscape and range of
recreational and business facilities.
Provided that the development is low rise, is managed to
minimize disturbance to local residents both during and
after construction, and that public access is guaranteed to

J

the foreshore and marina, the disbenef its of the project
will be far outweighed by the benefits. Overall the project
will have minimal impact on the natural environment, while
providing a range of facilities that will enhance the
opportunities of the local and visiting communities.
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8.0 MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING
8.1 INTRODUCTION
As outlined in Sections 6 and 7, construction of the marina
and the associated development will have an impact on the
local environment.
Many of the potential impacts of
construction and those likely to require management in the
future, have been addressed in the design and shape of the
marina and the construction methods employed.
This section
describes the management programme aimed at minimizing
impacts of the project during and after construction.
During construction the major management issues include:
dust, noise and vibration associated with building,
demolition and earthworks;
turbidity caused by rock dumping;
changes to the traffic system.
Once construction is complete the following will have to be
managed:
water quality in the marina including managing the
input of contaminants;
maintenance of shoreline stability;
maintenance of depth in the waterways;
the living resources in Champion Bay.
The section also describes a monitoring programme which will
provide a guide to management action.

8.2 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the management programme during
construction will be to:
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minimize the generation of dust, noise and vibrations;
minimize the impact of turbidity caused by rock
dumping;
minimize disruption to traffic flows.
The objective of the ongoing management programme will be
to:
maintain water quality in the marina to meet the
criteria set down for Schedules 2, 3, 5 and 16 which
allow for harvesting of aquatic life (including
molluscs) for food, passage of fish and other aquatic
life, and navigation and shipping through control of
stormwater and sewerage input, fuel spills, and
collection of litter and organic flotsam;
maintain the shorelines of the renourished beaches;
maintain navigable depth in the marina;
maintain the living resources of Champion Bay.

8.3 MANAGEMENT COMMITMENTS
8.3.1

Construction Phase

During construction the following management programme
will be adopted to achieve the objectives outlined in
Section 8.2 above.
8.3.1.1

Noise, vibration and dust
Demolition of buildings and earthworks have the
potential to generate dust.
If the earthworks are
carried out in winter this will not be a problem.
If
carried out during summer suppression of dust through
watering will be carried out as required.
Once the
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earthworks are complete the area will be sprayed with a
stabilizing medium, if required, to prevent remobilization and the generation of dust during the ensuing
construction phase.
Demolition, earthworks and construction will generate
noise and vibrations which may affect the adjacent
community.
In order to reduce this impact, noise and
vibrations from the site will be controlled within
statutory limits. If any complaints are received
appropriate action will be taken to reduce these
emissions to acceptable levels after consultation with
the appropriate State agency.
8.3.1.2 Turbidity
Turbidity generated during rock dumping will be a
temporary phenomenon that will have no significant long
term impact.
In order to minimize the impact of the
plume, rock dumping will if possible be confined to
winter months in order to avoid the period of high seagrass productivity during summer. Experience from
elsewhere on the West Coast suggests that even if rock
dumping is carried out in summer, there is no
detectable long term impact on adjacent communities.
8.3.1.3

Changes to Traffic
Because of the scale of the development it is likely
that there will be some disruption to the local
community through increased traffic on Chapman Road and
changes to the road system around the site.
In order
to minimize this disruption, traffic will be managed in
conjunction with a Main Roads Department in the Town of
Geraldton, with truck movements restricted to normal
daylight hours and to designated routes.
Construction
on the site will also be restricted to normal daylight
hours in accord with a requirement of the Town of
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Gerald ton.
8.3.2

Operational Phase
Once the initial construction phase is complete the
following management programme will operate to achieve
the objectives outlined in Section 8.2 above.

8.3.2.1

Maintenance of water quality
As described in Section 7.2.5.2 water quality in the
marina is not expected to be significantly different to
that in Champion Bay.
Maintenance of good quality
water will be mainly achieved through minimizing entry
of pollutants to the marina.
Stormwater runoff from
roofs and hardstanding areas which can contain
hydrocarbons, nutrients and heavy metals will, where
possible, be directed away from the marina. Discharge
of litter, sewerage and hydrocarbon into the waterways
will be prohibited. In order to assist in this regard,
rubbish bins, sewered toilets and a sullage pumpout
facility will be provided.
Any accidental spill of
hydrocarbons will not be significant because of the
light fractions and small quantities involved.
Entry
of heavy metals from, mooring craft will be negligible
in view of the flushing characteristics of the marina.
As there will be no ship repair facilities, generation
of particularly heavy metals will be limited to
maintenance areas.

Runoof including paint flakes will

be passed through silt traps to prevent entry of
particulate heavy metals to the marina.
Entry of floating seagrass is a potential management
problem as there is abundant wrack in the Champion Bay
area. As the marina waters circulate it is likely that
this wrack will accumulate in a particular spot within
the marina from where it may be removed if it causes
problems.

8.3.2.2

Shoreline stability
Shoreline stability on either side of the marina will
be maintained through construction of pocket beaches
between rock groynes.
The structures have been
designed to allow for prevailing and non prevailing
conditions.
It is recognised however, that like most
structures built along the waters edge, regular
maintenance will be required including the possibility
that the beaches may need to be renourished from time
to time.
The design life of all structures along the coast is a
Management should therefore be
nominal 100 years.
limited to occasional maintenance.

8.3.2.3 Navigability
Though it is not anticipated, maintenance dredging may
be required from time to time.
In these circumstances
dredged sand will be disposed of on the adjacent beach
areas.
As the material is likely to be clean sand its
disposal is not likely to cause any problems.
8.3.2.4

J

Living resources of Champion Bay
In order to maintain the living resources of Champion
Bay a management program may have to be implemented.
The responsibility for this rests with the Fisheries
Department who have the power under their Act to manage
professional and recreational fisheries.
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8.4

MONITORING COMMITMENTS

8.4.1

Introduction
In order to achieve the objectives set out in Section
8.2, the following will be monitored:
the water quality in the marina;
the sandy beaches to the north and south;
the living resources of Champion Bay.

8.4.2

Water Quality
The water quality within the marina will be monitored
at representative sites and depths throughout the year.
Monitoring will be monthly or more frequent if required
during the first year and thereafter at intervals to be
decided by experience.
Table 4 shows the range of
monitoring parameters and sampling frequencies
considered appropriate for the first year.

8.4.3

Shoreline Stability
The beaches and the protective groynes on either side
If any
of the marina will be regularly monitored.
management action is required it will be undertaken as
described in Section 8.3.2.2 above.

8.4.4

Living Resources of Champion Bay
The resources of Champion Bay should be monitored to
determine whether the fishery is supporting the degree
of exploitation to which it is exposed. This is beyond
the scope of the proponent and should be taken up by
the State.
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8.4.5

Sample Analysis and Interpretation
Monitoring of water quality will be carried out by a
consultant employed by the proponents. Monitoring
shoreline stability, water depth, etc. will be carried
out by the Department of Marine and Harbours.
Monitoring the living resources of the Bay should be
undertaken by the Fisheries Department.

8.4.6

Reporting and Review
Results of the monitoring and management action will be
collated and analysed and made available to the
Environmental Protection Authority on an annual basis
or as required.

8.4.7

Contingencies
The management and monitoring programme has been
designed to address forseeable contingencies. The
proponents will be equipped to deal with fuel spills,
fires, stratification of the water mass and the impact
of storms.
The proponents will carry public liability
insurance and individuals will be responsible for their
own property and craft.
In the event that water
quality within the waterways declines, the proponents
will undertake whatever action is necessary after
consultation with appropriate State body. In the event
that the stabilising structures fail, the proponent
will undertake to address these problems.
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8.5 MANAGEMENT RESPONSIEILITY
Responsibility for development of the project will rest with
a public Lead Agency. At this stage it is proposed that the
Lead Agency will be the Department of Marine and Harbours
who will act as Project Manager.

Thus responsibility for the environmental management and
monitoring programme will lie initially with the Department
of Marine and Harbours who will also be responsible for day
to day management of the waterway. In undertaking these
tasks the Department will comply with relevant standards
identified by State agencies
and local government and
will take appropriate action to meet these standards.
During construction of the major buildings which may be
carried out by public or private organisations,
responsibility for maintenance of environmental emission
standards will rest with the Project Manager (i.e.
Department of Marine and Harbours).
Ultimately a Site Manager may be appointed to assume ongoing
management of the whole development.
At that time the
responsibility for management and monitoring program will
pass from the Department of Marine and Harbours to the Site
Manager.
Responsibility for maintenanceof the public areas of the
development will rest with the Town of Geraldton.

rCM('TT1c TCM

In summary the project will have a range of impacts on the
environment.
Some are unavoidable, others are intentional.
The foreshore works are located in the zone of influence of
the port breakwater and as such it is not anticipated that
the new work will influence, or be influenced by, coastal
processes.
The major impact on the natural environment will be
destruction of 20 hectares of patchy seagrass. This will
have no significant impact on the Champion Bay ecosystem
because:
the seagrass represents less than 1% of the total
seagrass meadow, and
the area has already been largely dis turbed through
building and removal of old jetties.
There will be a short term impact on the local environment
as a result of the turbid plume created during construction
of the breakwaters.
This however, will have no significant
long term impact.
During operation, water quality in the marina is expected to
be similar to that outside and as generation of pollutants
in the site is, minimal it is not expected that the marina or
its surrounding development will have any impact on the.
adjacent natural environment, apart from increased pressure
on edible fish and crustacea.
The development will provide public access along
the
foreshore.
Construction of new beaches, and the other
facilities will also provide the public with varied
recreational opportunites that presently are not available.
As the development will be architecturally designed and will
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relate to the Town Centre and the beaches and waters of
Champion Bay, this change in landscape and use will be
largely beneficial.
Apart from the present users of the site, the development
will have no significant detrimental impact on the adjacent
community. There will however, be positive benefits such as
improved traffic flow and an improved landscape and range of
recreational and business facilities.
Provided that the development is low rise, is managed to
minimize disturbance to local residents both during and
after construction, and that public access is guaranteed to
project
the foreshore and marina, the disbenefits of the
will be far outweighed by the benefits. Overall the project
will have minimal impact on the natural environment, while
providing a range of facilities that will enhance the
opportunities of the local and visiting communities.
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TABLE 1:
PROJECTED INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS

Individual
Costs for
ea Option!
stage
General

555,000*

Cumulative Government Cumulative Costs of
(total)
Contributn (Total)Gvt beach reCosts for for each
Contribu- nourishtion
ment
ea Option! Option/
stage
stage
555,000

555,000

555,000

-

STAGE 1

1,741,500

2,296,000

0

555,000

OPTION 1

1,075,500

3,372,000

94,500

649,500

OPTION 2

3,352,000

5,649,000 1,594,500

2,149,500

750,000

OPTION 3A 9,353,000

11,650,000 7,238,000

7,793,000

750,000

OPTION 3B 5,057,000
**

16,707,000 3,360,000
**

* Includes Relocation of stormwater drain
Buffer to railway line

11,153,000 1,500,000

$420,000
$135,000
$555 ,000

** Costs in addition to 3A

'U.

TABLE 2:
An economic impact analysis is discussed in Chapter 8.4 of Appendix 2 and summarised in the
following table.
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
InfraStructure
Costs
OPTION 1
TOTAL
GOVERNMT
OPTION 2
TOTAL

Upper

LAND VALUES
Lower
Average
B

Capitalised value
average cash flows
marina operations
C

Total
Value

Net Funding Requirement

B + C

(B+

2,330,000

(1,680,500)

C)

-A

3,372,000
*649,500 2,590,000 2,970,000 2,330,000

i.e.
) a surplus
5,649,000

GOVERNMT *2,149,500 4,112,000 2,916,000 3,514,000

3,514,000

(1,364,500)

6,031,000

1,762,000)

i.e.
require
Government
subsidies

9,619,000

)
)
)
1,534,000)

OPTION
3A TOTAL 11,650,000
GOVERNMT *7,793,000 4,018,000 2,956,000 3,487,000
OPTION
3B TOTAL 16,707,000
*
GOVERNMT 11,153,000 6,638,000 5,476,000 6,057,000

2,544,000

3,562,000

* Infrastructure costs including Government Contribution

TABLE 3:
ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

SUMMARY

BUILDING
VALUE

LAND
VALUE

12 MONTH
CONSTRCTN PERMANENT MULTIPLIER OVERNIGHT POPULATION
OTHER JOBS VISITORS
INCREASE
JOBS
JOBS

*

-

[STAGE 1

6,846,500 1,005,000

48

9

3

351

OPTION 1

13,337,500 2,435,000

93

33

10

18,980

129

OPTION 2

20,029,000 3,529,000

140

53

16

37,960

207

OPTION 3A 36,390,000 3,412,000

246

164

49

71,175

640

TABLE 4:
MONITORING PROGRAMME
MARINA AND ADJACENT WATERS
Sampling - daily to Monthly as appropriate
Light
Salinity
Temperature
Dissolved Oxygen
pH

- 0.5 m Intervals to bottom
-

NH4
NO3/NO2
TOTAL N
PO4
TOTAL P

- 0.5 m depth (or 0.5 m depth and
- 0.5 m from bottom if stratified)

It

-

H
'I

Suspended solids &
organic matter
Chlorophyll 'a'
Bacteria
Hydrocarbons

H
'I

WEATHER
Samping - Daily to Monthly as appropriate
Wind speed/direction
Atmospheric pressure
Temperature
Humidity
Tide
Rainfall
BIOTA
Sampling - 6 to 12 monthly as appropriate
Mussels
Sea grass
1' II

•t

*sfl,m (1

Sampling - 6 to 12 montly as appropriate
Analyse for organic carbon Cd, Pb, Cu, Sn, Zn, E. coil

I
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